
 
 
 

 

Dear Colleagues, 
 
 
As of today all urgent GP radiology request forms and reports can now be emailed to and from 
the Trust.  This change is part of a Government directive to completely phase-out fax machines 
within the NHS by April 2020.   
 
All requests are to be directed to the relevant email box, details are below.  Currently the Trust  
is not accepting walk in referrals to the Radiology Department.  All forms will be vetted and the 
patient contacted directly by the booking team to confirm their health status, that they are 
currently covid-19 symptom free and they will then be offered an agreed appointment for the x-
ray/scan.   
 
We have developed a number of green pathways (temporary pathways ensuring radiology 
patients are kept away from Covid-19 areas of the site), which will be carefully managed on an 
agreed appointment basis.  The patients will be scanned or  x-rayed by staff who are Covid-19 
symptom free wearing PPE equipment; these will be undertaken either in King Georges Hospital, 
or via the private sector for the more vulnerable. We will run the majority of plain film services 
from the satellites sites at Barking, Fanshaw and Harold Wood to avoid unnecessary footfall into 
Queens Hospital.    We are not screening patients with symptoms of Covid19.  These patients are 
to follow Government advice and remain self-isolating, unless their condition significantly 
worsens. 
 
Each modality request has its own email address for: barium, CT, DEXA, US, X-ray, and MRI, with 
a core team of people monitoring on a daily basis to action any incoming requests.  The radiology 
team will be vetting each referral request made by the G.P’s  based on clinical urgency. Any 
referrals that may be sent in error to the wrong mailbox will be redirected, and no emails will be 
deleted.  A weekly audit will also be managed by the admin and clerical pathway managers.  
 
 When emailing requests include patient initials and NHS number in the subject box. 

 Request forms require the GP signature.  

 To obtain a report, please email the designated shared mailbox (from the Practice nhs.net email) and 
note the patient and examination details.   

 If there is an authorised report available, this will be sent from the Radiology NHS shared mailbox 
with a delivery and read receipt.   

 
Please find individual mailboxes for each modality below: 

 
Modality requests Email 
Barium bhrut.gp-bariumrequests@nhs.net 
CT bhrut.gp-ctrequests@nhs.net 
DEXA bhrut.gp-dexarequests@nhs.net 
Ultrasound bhrut.gpusrequests@nhs.net 
X-ray bhrut.gpxrayrequests@nhs.net 
MRI bhrut.gpmrirequests@nhs.net 
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Background   
The removal of fax machines from the Trust has come as a result of a move by the Department 
of Health who banned the NHS from buying fax machines in December 2018 and ordered a 
complete phase out by April 2020. This phase out includes all NHS organisations such as 
hospitals, GP surgeries and CCGs. NHS organisations will be monitored on a quarterly basis until 
they declare themselves ‘fax free’. There are just over 200 fax machines across Queen’s and King 
George Hospitals however only 100 are actually in use.  Fax machines are redundant technology 
due to our access to our secure email service (NHSmail) and they still use paper. The majority of 
services within our trust will be able to have a shared NHSmail mailbox setup or use an existing 
mailbox) to replace their fax machine which will be more secure and efficient. Although it may 
make us more reliant on email should there be a technical issue, NHSmail is a nationally 
managed service and any issues incur minimal downtime.   
 
For further information and advice regarding the removal of faxes from our Trust please visit our 
website:  https://www.bhrhospitals.nhs.uk/gps-healthcare-professionals  
 
Thank you for your support. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
Radiology Department 
Barking, Havering and Redbridge University Hospitals NHS Trust 
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